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In structural NMR studies of nucleic acids, the local conforma-
tions of the phosphodiester backbone and the sugars are generally
poorly defined by the available1H-1H nOe distance constraints.
Scalar3J coupling constants, which provide a source of torsion
angle restraints1 are difficult to measure accurately for larger
oligonucleotides due to increased line widths and relaxation-
induced line splittings.2 It is therefore important to investigate
new types of NMR information as additional structural constraints.
For example, dipole-dipole cross-correlated relaxation has been
shown to give information on the angle between two internuclear
vectors,3 an effect recently exploited for determining sugar puckers
in RNA.4 There has also been a growing interest in chemical
shielding anisotropies (CSA) which are sensitive to local molec-
ular geometry.5 In liquid-state NMR, CSA information can be
obtained from NMR relaxation data.6 In this contribution we
present the measurement of cross-correlated relaxation rates
involving 13C CSA and13C-1H dipolar interactions in the sugar
moieties of nucleic acids. These rates are sensitive to variation
in the amplitude and orientation of the13C CSA tensor, which
depend on the sugar pucker as shown in density functional theory
(DFT) calculations on model systems.7 Experimentally we find
a strong correlation between the relaxation rate constants measured
for C1′ and C3′ carbons and the sugar puckers. The good qualitative
agreement with DFT calculations of13C CSA indicates that the
measurement of CSA-dipolar cross-correlated relaxation rates
offers an attractive new way of determining sugar puckers for
larger nucleic acids.

Cross correlation between the13C CSA and13C-1H dipolar
interactions in scalar coupled13C-1H spin pairs results in differ-
ential transverse relaxation of the two13C doublet lines.8 The
CSA-dipolar cross-correlated relaxation rate constantΓC,C-H

CSA,DD

can be accurately measured from a constant time (CT) TROSY
experiment9 as shown in Figure S1 of the Supporting Information.
Two 1H-13C correlation spectra are recorded with different phase
settings to probe the relaxation of the C+HR and C+Hâ lines,

respectively. The rate constantΓC,C-H
CSA,DD is obtained from the peak

intensities measured in the two spectra asΓC,C-H
CSA,DD ) ln(I(C+HR)/

I(C+Hâ))/2T, with T the length of the CT evolution period. In
the simple case of isotropic molecular tumbling and isotropic fast
time-scale intramolecular motion,ΓC,C-H

CSA,DD provides a measure of
the CSA-related parameter∆σ*:

with ∆σ* ) ∑j)1,2(σjj - σ33)[(3 cos2(θjd) - 1)/2].10 The additional
dependence on the molecular tumbling correlation time,τc the
generalized order parameter,S2 and the magnetic field strength
B0, can be removed by calculating the ratioΓCk,Ck-Hk

CSA,DD /ΓCl,Cl-Hl

CSA,DD

measured for two13C-1H spin pairs within the same sugar,
provided that the order parametersSk

2 andSl
2 are approximately

the same:

NMR experiments using the pulse sequence of Figure S1 have
been performed on three uniformly13C/15N-labeled RNA sam-
ples: a 12-mer hairpin containing a CUUG tetraloop,11 a 30-mer
leadzyme,12 and a 33-mer theophylline-binding RNA aptamer.13

A table of measured relaxation rate constantsΓC1′,C1′-H1′
CSA,DD and

ΓC3′,C3′-H3′
CSA,DD is provided as Supporting Information. Both of these

relaxation rates were measured for 32 nucleotides and a histogram
of the computedΓC3′,C3′-H3′

CSA,DD /ΓC1′,C1′-H1′
CSA,DD ratios is shown in Figure

1B. To help interpret the conformation of the individual sugars,
the measuredΓC3′,C3′-H3′

CSA,DD /ΓC1′,C1′-H1′
CSA,DD ratios were compared to the

∆σ*(C3′)/∆σ*(C1′) values calculated for Me-ribofuranose7 shown
in Figure 1A. From eq 2, large values (∼2.5) are predicted for
sugars in C3′-endoconformation, whereas smaller ones (∼0.5)
are predicted for sugars in C2′-endoconformation.

In the presence of anisotropic molecular tumbling, neglected
in eqs 1 and 2, the cross-correlated relaxation rates exhibit a com-
plex dependence on the relative orientation of the CSA and dipolar
tensors with respect to the molecular diffusion axes.14 The asym-
metry of the diffusion tensor can be estimated from the mass
distribution in the RNA structure, which for an axially symmetric
model yieldsD|/D⊥ ≈ 1.3, 2.0, and 2.5 for the three RNA mole-
cules. For a complete sampling of sugar orientations with respect
to the diffusion tensor (D|/D⊥ ) 2.5), the calculatedΓC3′,C3′-H3′

CSA,DD /
ΓC1′,C1′-H1′

CSA,DD ratios vary between 2.0 and 3.3 for C3′-endo, and
between 0.1 and 0.7 for C2′-endo conformations as shown in
Figure S3 of the Supporting Information. While the anisotropy
of the molecular tumbling induces some scattering in the measured
ΓC3′,C3′-H3′

CSA,DD /ΓC1′,C1′-H1′
CSA,DD ratios (Figure 1B), the effect remains much

smaller than the variations induced by changing the sugar
conformation. On the basis of the DFT results, and taking into
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λ )
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CSA,DD
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∆σ*(Cl)
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account the scattering induced by anisotropic molecular diffusion,
the majority of sugars in Figure 1B were assigned to C3′-endo
conformations (black bars), whereas six sugars were assigned to
a C2′-endoconformation (hashed bars). TheΓC3′,C3′-H3′

CSA,DD /ΓC1′,C1′-H1′
CSA,DD

ratios for the remaining four nucleotides correspond to neither a
C3′-endonor a C2′-endoconformation suggesting conformational
averaging in these sugars (open bars).

To help validate these results the CSA-dipolar cross-correlated
relaxation rates are compared to previous structural NMR studies
based on1H-1H nOe and3JHH scalar coupling constants. The
sugar puckers determined from CSA-dipolar cross-correlated
relaxation experiments here agree with sugar puckers previously
reported for these three RNA structures, except for nucleotides
G1 and G9 in the leadzyme, and C33 in the theophylline-binding
RNA. A further independent source of sugar pucker information
is obtained from1H-13C dipole-dipole cross-correlated relaxation
rates. We therefore measuredΓC1′-H1′,C2′-H2′

DD,DD rate constants in the
leadzyme and in the RNA-theophylline complex using a HCCH-
type transfer experiment as proposed recently by Schwalbe and
co-workers.4 A correlation plot of the measuredΓC1′-H1′,C2′-H2′

DD,DD

and ΓC1′,C1′-H1′
CSA,DD rate constants for the RNA-theophylline com-

plex is shown in Figure 2. The clustering of the measured rate
constants in two distinct regions of the correlation plot confirms
that both methods are equally valid for determining sugar puckers
in RNA. The slightly reducedΓC1′,C1′-H1′

CSA,DD andΓC1′-H1′,C2′-H2′
DD,DD rate

constants measured for G14 located in the GA3 loop of the RNA
are most likely due to increased fast time-scale internal
mobility. This contribution can be partly removed by calculating
the ratioΓC3′,C3′-H3′

CSA,DD /ΓC1′,C1′-H1′
CSA,DD (see eq 2) which shows that G14 is

predominantly in aC3′-endoconformation. For the leadzyme, the
measuredΓC1′-H1′,C2′-H2′

DD,DD rates also confirm the sugar puckers
determined from CSA-dipolar relaxation data (Supporting
Information). In particular the terminal nucleotide G1 was
constrained toC3′-endoin the NMR structure, but both the mea-
sured relaxation rates,ΓC1′,C1′-H1′

CSA,DD andΓC1′-H1′,C2′-H2′
DD,DD indicate con-

formational averaging in this flexible region of the RNA. For
nucleotide G9 located in the active-site internal loop of the
leadzyme, theC2′-endo conformation proposed in the NMR
structure is not confirmed by the cross-correlated relaxation data,
which instead indicates predominantly aC3′-endoconformation.

CSA-dipolar cross-correlated relaxation rates increase linearly
with the molecular tumbling correlation timeτc (eq 1), and
accurate measurements are still possible for much larger molecules
than those studied here. The method will further benefit from
higher magnetic field strengths (see eq 1), and we therefore expect

that it will be advantageous for larger RNAs studied at higher
magnetic fields. Use of anon-CT TROSY experiment using
homonuclear13C decoupling, combined with a line shape
analysis,15 will further increase the sensitivity of the CSA-dipolar
cross-correlated relaxation measurement and thus extend the
applicability of this approach to larger molecules.

In conclusion, we have shown that the13C CSA of C1′ and C3′
sugar carbons are useful probes of local structure in RNA as was
previously predicted by DFT calculations on small model
compounds.7 The variations in the13C CSA are manifested here
in CSA-dipolar cross-correlated relaxation ratesΓC1′,C1′-H1′

CSA,DD and
ΓC3′,C3′-H3′

CSA,DD , which can be obtained with high accuracy from the
measurement of peak intensities in 2D1H-13C correlation spectra.
For sugars which are known to undergo only restricted fast time-
scale internal mobility, measurement of a single rate constant
proves to be sufficient (see Figure 2) for distinguishing between
the main sugar conformations, whereas for sugars located in
flexible loop regions of the RNA the ratio of two rates provides
structural information which to a good approximation is inde-
pendent of the molecular motion (Eq. [2]). This approach should
also be applicable to DNA as DFT calculations on deoxythymi-
dine show a similar dependence of the13C CSAs on the sugar
pucker (Figure 1A). The combination of quantum chemical inves-
tigations of structure-dependent variations of CSA tensors, and
NMR measurements of CSA-dipolar cross-correlated relaxation
rates offers new perspectives for structural studies of nucleic acids.
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Figure 1. (A) DFT calculations7 of λDFT ) ∆σ*(C3′)/∆σ*(C1′) on two
different model compounds: Me-ribofuranose (filled diamonds) and
deoxythymidine (filled circles) as a function of the sugar pucker angle
P. The hashed regions correspond to the allowed pseudorotation phase
angles P for the two main sugar conformationsC2′-endo (P )
162° ( 10°) andC3′-endo(P ) 18° ( 10°).16 (B) Histogram of measured
λexp ) ΓC3′,C3′-H3′

CSA,DD /ΓC1′,C1′-H1′
CSA,DD ratios for three different RNA molecules.

Sugars assigned toC3′-endo(ΓC3′,C3′-H3′
CSA,DD /ΓC1′,C1′-H1′

CSA,DD > 2.0) andC2′-endo
(ΓC3′,C3′-H3′

CSA,DD /ΓC1′,C1′-H1′
CSA,DD <1.0) are indicated by black and hashed bars,

respectively. Open bars correspond to sugars (G1 and A8 of the
theophylline-binding RNA; C27 and C33 of the leadzyme) undergoing
conformational averaging.

Figure 2. Correlation plot ofΓC1′,C1′-H1′
CSA,DD and ΓC1′-H1′,C2′-H2′

DD,DD rate con-
stants measured for the RNA-theophylline complex at a magnetic
field strength B0 ) 18.8T. Small ΓC1′,C1′-H1′

CSA,DD values correspond to
small negatiVe ΓC1′-H1′,C2′-H2′

DD,DD values and indicate aC3′-endo con-
formation, whereas largeΓC1′,C1′-H1′

CSA,DD values are accompanied by
large positiVe ΓC1′-H1′,C2′-H2′

DD,DD values and indicate aC2′-endoconforma-
tion. Data for the two terminal nucleotides (G1 and C33) and for
C27 are not included because NMR relaxation measurements have shown
these residues highly flexible in solution.13b,c Error bars were calculated
from the signal-to-noise ratio measured in the corresponding spectra.
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